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Learning Perforce SCMPackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide to the world's leading enterprise configuration management system


	Overview

	
		Master the use of P4V - the Perforce Visual Client
	
		Get into the Perforce mindset for seamless use in your daily work
	
		Grasp key concepts and learn how to apply them for proper...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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Bioinformatics: Problem Solving ParadigmsSpringer, 2008
There are fundamental principles for problem analysis and algorithm design that are continuously used in bioinformatics. This book concentrates on a clear presentation of these principles, presenting them in a self-contained, mathematically clear and precise manner, and illustrating them with lots of case studies from main fields of bioinformatics...
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Microsoft  Visual Web Developer(TM) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Web Site Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
With this lively, eye-opening, and hands-on book, all you need is a computer and the desire to learn how to create Web pages now using Visual Web Developer Express Edition! Featuring a full working edition of the software, this fun and highly visual guide walks you through a complete Web page project from set-up to launch. Youll get an introduction...
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Object-Oriented Analysis and Design (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	At least some people reading the title of this book may wonder why there should be one more book on the topic of Object Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD). The short answer to this question is that in our teaching of the subject for over a decade, we have not been able to find a suitable textbook on this topic at our respective...
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Data Matching: Concepts and Techniques for Record Linkage, Entity Resolution, and Duplicate Detection (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2012

	Data matching (also known as record or data linkage, entity resolution, object identification, or field matching) is the task of identifying, matching and merging records that correspond to the same entities from several databases or even within one database. Based on research in various domains including applied statistics, health...
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The Street Smart MBA: 10 Proven Strategies for Driving Business SuccessApress, 2012

	Business schools have long enticed students into their MBA programs with the promise that, after a short stint spent studying the ins and outs of the business world, they will be able to step right into the upper echelons of management or launch a business that soon has them flitting about the world in a private jet. "Sounds great,"...
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C# 3.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 3.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2008
 This book is for busy programmers who want a succinct and yet readable guide to C# 3.0 and LINQ. C# 3.0 Pocket Reference tells you exactly what you need to know, without long introductions or bloated samples.    Despite its conciseness, this book doesn't skimp on depth or detail, and embraces the...
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Epidemics and Rumours in Complex Networks (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Information propagation through peer-to-peer systems, online social systems, wireless mobile ad hoc networks and other modern structures can be modelled as an epidemic on a network of contacts. Understanding how epidemic processes interact with network topology allows us to predict ultimate course, understand phase transitions and develop...
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Create!: The No Nonsense Guide to Photoshop Elements 2McGraw-Hill, 2003
Because Your Computer Should Improve Your Life, Not Complicate It
No Nonsense Guides are here. With a plainspoken approach, these books are inexpensive starters that are light on idle chat and heavy on practical advice. They're lean and mean and stripped down to fighting weight, so you'll get from point A to point Z with instruction...
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Relational Databases and Knowledge BasesAddison Wesley, 1989
A database management system (DBMS), or simply database system, is characterized by the data model it suports . The first DBMSs, designed in the 1960s, were based on hierarchical or network models and have been viewed as extensions of file systems in which interfile links are provided through pointers . The data manipulation languages of these...
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Windows 95 in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Windows 95 in a Nutshell is a comprehensive, compact reference that systematically unveils what serious users of Windows 95 will find interesting and useful. Little known details of the operating system, utility programs, and configuration settings are all captured in a consistent reference format.This is the first book in...
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